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The website contains a wide range of information on how to use the European Language Portfolio. ELP experts involved in ECML activities collected practical materials such as videos, PowerPoint presentations, posters, worksheets as well as links, references and FAQs. Information on developments of European countries is provided as well as materials in national languages. The aim is to promote the pedagogical benefits of the ELP and to facilitate its use in practice. The site also brings together the results of several major European ELP implementation projects on one single platform.


Together with the website developed by the Language Policy Division of the Council of Europe, which focuses on how to develop an ELP and on providing a service for registering new models, the ‘Using the ELP’ site forms part of the Council of Europe portal for the European Language Portfolio.




Who is it for?

	Teachers and learners working with the ELP
	Teachers working as multipliers in networks and teacher educators
	Decision-makers at ministry level and/or regional boards of education involved in language education policy, inspectors and heads of (language) schools
	All other stakeholders, such as employers and parents 


Download handbook
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	Project team
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            Margarete Nezbeda (Coordinator)

            Retired as a school teacher; freelance:
            Austrian Centre for Language Competence;

            Various Teacher Training Colleges,

            Austria
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            Heike Speitz

            Telemark Educational Research

            Norway
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            Martine Cécile Tchang-George

            Independent Second Working Language Documentalist

            Switzerland (different cantons) and France
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            Barbara Lesničar (web correspondent)

            Senior Consultant for English

            Slovenia
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            Ülle Türk (web correspondent)

            Department of English, University of Tartu

            Estonia


Project
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These are the results from a project of the European Centre for Modern Languages within its "Empowering Language Professionals" programme 2008-2011.





Read more about the project

Background to the ELP-TT project

This website results from a project run within the ECML's (European Centre for Modern Languages) Empowering Language Professionals programme entitled "Training teachers to use the European Language Portfolio".

Abstract of the project

ELP-TT 3 (2010-2011) is the second of two short-term projects designed to disseminate the ELP training kit developed during the original “ELP-TT” project (“Training teachers to use the European Language Portfolio”) run in the ECML’s second medium-term programme (2004-2007). Whereas ELP-TT2 focused on disseminating the materials of the kit in a number of training events in ECML member states, ELP-TT3 will aim at developing and disseminating further training materials and samples of best practice produced in various contexts and languages through the ELP-implementation website.

“ELP-TT 2” (2008-2009) is the first of two short-term projects designed to disseminate the ELP training kit developed during the original “ELP-TT” project (“Training teachers to use the European Language Portfolio”) run in the ECML’s second medium-term programme (2004-2007).

These follow-up projects will organise training events aimed at ELP multipliers and teacher trainers from different cultural backgrounds and educational settings in 16 ECML member states which did not benefit from training events during the first project (Andorra, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Luxemburg, Malta, Netherlands, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland and United Kingdom).

The materials – in English and in French - will be evaluated during these training events and adapted if necessary and recommendations will be made as to how they may be used in different training contexts.

Eight of the sixteen countries will be targeted during the first project and eight more during the second, “ELP-TT 3” (2010-2011), which will continue the dissemination and evaluation process and complete the adaptation of the training kit.

Acknowledgement

The ELP-TT3 publication and website result from the work of an international network established within one of the ECML projects. We would like to thank all who worked on ELP-TT, in particular the project coordination team for their motivation and active involvement.
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	Related publications
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            Mobility programmes for plurilingual and multicultural education - Tools for language Teachers

            The aim of PluriMobil is to develop students’ ability to discover other languages, cultures and people, and new areas of knowledge. We hope that their mobility activities will also be part of their personal development as individuals. To this end, PluriMobil’s pedagogical tools aim to improve students’ communicative and plurilingual skills, enhance their intercultural competence and expand their language awareness and language learning strategies.

            

	[image: ]	
            Developing online teaching skills

            This training kit presents bite-size activities for ten popular tools that even the busiest language professional can fit into their schedule. Working through training units which can be completed in around 30 minutes, teachers will get to know the uses and pedagogic benefits of online tools and learn how to integrate them into their language classes.
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            The European Language Portfolio in whole school use

            The European Language Portfolio aims to foster the development of learner autonomy, intercultural awareness and plurilingualism. Teachers of particular languages working on their own can use the ELP to promote learner autonomy, but the goals of intercultural awareness and plurilingualism invite us to use the ELP in all foreign language classes at all levels in the school.
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            Exploring cutting edge applications of networked technologies in vocationally oriented language learning

            The website and publication are targeted at teachers and teacher-trainers in Vocationally Oriented Language Learning. They explain the background to the different aspects of ICT in VOLL, describe the steps involved in carrying out various ICT-based activities and provide practical examples and links to case studies on the VOLL website.
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